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Nation

Challenge to tackle health determinants in nation’s cities, tribes, counties: Call for proposals

Pharmacists widening access to birth control medications: Oregon leads way under new state law

Vision health gains attention as nation’s population ages: Public health playing role in prevention

Q&A with NHTSA’s Mark Rosekind: Distracted, drowsy, drugged driving emerge as new risks: Traffic safety expert touts public health approach to roadways

SNAP recipients eligible for job skills training via new federal program

Researchers pinpoint gun safety laws effective in reducing deaths

Nation in Brief

• DeSalvo: New nutrition roadmap to guide research toward healthier eating

State & Local

Differences in rural, urban health shown in county health rankings

States in Brief

Globe

Millions of kids worldwide impacted by hearing loss, says WHO report

Globe in Brief

Healthy You

Swimming: Stay afloat for better health
• Follow swim safety first

Health Findings

On the Job

CDC: Health care workers can do more to prevent superbugs

On the Job in Brief

APHA News

APHA Annual Meeting registration opens June 1: Denver event to offer networking opportunities, new research

Updated global public health primer offers insights for students, advocates

APHA Advocates

APHA in Brief

President’s Column

Becoming actively anti-racist: the need to organize and act

Journal Watch

Journal Watch

Sections

Public Health Nursing Section creates action plan for APHA policy statements

Member Groups in Brief
In Memoriam

In memoriam

Web-only News

Online-only: Depression in young adults linked to social media use [e17]

Online-only: Discrimination linked with stress, poor health, new report finds [e18]

Online-only: Men more likely to withhold health problems from male physicians, study finds [e19]

Newsmakers: May/June 2016 [e20]

Resources: May/June 2016 [e21]